Loop Heat Pipe with Thermal Control Valve for Passive Variable Thermal Link
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Firm:
Advanced Cooling Technologies, Inc. [2]
Award Solicitation:
NASA SBIR 2009 Phase I Solicitation [3]
Award ID:
SBIR_09_P1_095787
Award Topic:
Thermal Control Systems [4]
Award Dollars:
99,958.00
Award Lead Center:
Marshall Space Flight Center [5]
Proposal Number:
S3.02-8213
Proposal Title:
Loop Heat Pipe with Thermal Control Valve for Passive Variable Thermal Link
Mission Directorate:
Science [6]
Selection:
NASA 2009 SBIR Program Phase I Selections [7]
Firm PI First Name:
John
Firm PI Last Name:
Hartenstine
Firm PI Phone:
Firm PI Email:
john.hartenstine@1-ACT.com
Firm Official First Name:
Jon
Firm Official Last Name:
Zuo
Firm Official Phone:
7172956058
Firm Official Email:
jonzuo@voicenet.com
Firm Zip:
17601
Firm Zip4:
5688
RI:
Firm State:
Pennsylvania [8]
Firm City:
Lancaster
RI Street:
Firm Name: Advanced Cooling Technologies, Inc.

RI City:

RI Zip: 00000
RI Zip4: 0000

Award Tech Area: Passive Thermal Control [9]

RI Official First Name:

RI Official Last Name:

RI Official Phone:

RI Official Email:

Firm Street: 1046 New Holland Avenue

Migration ID: 754

Migration Firm ID: 1 744

Migration Solicit ID: 33

Award Tech Taxonomy: Cooling [10]